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Three Steps to Centre of Excellence

Three attempts at Centre of Excellence
• SFF I: Centre and Network for Integrated Experimental and Theoretical Studies of Atomic and Molecular
Clusters in Catalytic Processes — UNSUCCESSFUL
– Oslo (host), Bergen, Tromsø, Trondheim
– not focussed — business as usual

• SFF II: Centre for Theoretical and Computational Chemistry (CTCC)
– Tromsø (host) and Oslo
– theoretical and experimental groups

• SFF IV: Hylleraas Centre for Quantum Molecular Sciences
– Oslo (host) and Tromsø
– theory groups only

Diversity of Centres of Excellence
• CoEs differ widely not only in research but also size and organization

Diversity of Centres of Excellence
• CoEs differ widely not only in research but also size and organization

Your motivation
• Centre of Excellence must have a strong raison d’être
– identify an important knowledge gap and pose questions you can answer
– must be easily understood outside your community

• Motivation the Hylleraas Centre
– new experimental facilities study systems and unprecedent resolution
– this revolution must be matched by revolution in computation
– world-class expertise in the interaction of small molecules with radiation
– recently added expertise in multiscale modelling for complex systems
– study thousands of atoms interacting with tens of photons

Our (not so perfect) vision
The Hylleraas Centre will develop and apply computational methods to understand, interpret, and
predict new chemistry, physics, and biology of molecules in complex and extreme environments

The Long and Winding Road
• Application is hard work
– application takes time and effort
– first application 3 months, CTCC 13 months, Hylleraas 19 months

• Match research goals to your competence and expertise
– play with ideas — try out different constellations
– be prepared for frustrating false starts
– be prepared to drop people

• Our road to Hylleraas Centre
– many discussions with experimental groups
– application for Endringsmiljø rejected
– more than a year to arrive at final line-up and goals

Study carefully all information from RCN
• Assessment procedures
• Assessment criteria
• Project description requirements

SFF V evaluation criteria
• Excellence
– novelty, solidity
– potential for groundbreaking research, will it be internationally visible,
will it contribute to results that other research can build upon

• Impact
– will not be evaluated on it (step 1)
– possible criteria - Impact is to build a world-leading environment in Norway,
quality of the expected publications and other scientific results

• Implementation
– CV and track record of Centre leader and PIs
– centre leader and at least one PI must be at a high international level
– organization of centre

• Gender balance
– At least 40 % female Centre leader applicants in step 1

First Criterion — Excellence
• Is there a clear vision behind the proposed research?
– can it be formulated succinctly and be understood by generalists?

• Does the proposed research break new ground and open new doors?
– does it fill a knowledge gap and address an important problem?
– is the motivation for the centre convincing?

• Does the proposed research go beyond the state of the art?
– are new concepts and approaches, new methodology introduced?

• Is the proposed research ambitious but still realistic?
– are time scales and resources sufficient?
– is it realistic in view of the background and CVs of the team?

Second Criterion — Impact
• Will the proposed centre be internationally visible?
– will the centre be world leading and have an international impact?
– will it interact with and attract international experts?

• Will the centre generate important publications or other scientific results?
– is this realistic based on the track record of the applicants?

Third Criterion — Implementation
• Do director and at least one PI have an international/accomplished track record?
– has the director demonstrated ability to conduct ground-breaking research?
– has the director demonstrated ability to lead — including training and advancement of the young?

• Do the young track records show promise?
– is the track record of the young appropriate to their field and career stage?

• Does the total expertise match the proposal?
– are the track records complementary?
– is the team balanced and optimal for the proposed research?
– are the research objectives dependent on the collaboration?

• Do all share the vision?
– are all PIs committed to the centre — will they remain committed — is their a role for all?

Third Criterion — Organization
• Is the organization of the centre appropriate for the research?
– support by the home institution management
– communication across several institutions for shared centres
– leadership and management — hierarchical or flat?

• Are sufficient resources allocated for centre activities?
– mobility, visitors, travel, workshops, meetings,, networking

• Will the centre be attractive to young researchers?
– how will the centre contribute to training of the young?
– are there mechanisms for career development?

• Are there concerns regarding gender imbalance?
– how are these addressed?

Research proposal
• Your proposal must have a narrative
– put your ideas into the head of the reader
– you cannot explain all — seduce the reader

• Proposal should should have one voice
– the writing must be forceful and purposeful
– one person — not a committee — must be in charge

• Address all assessment criteria
– also those that appear obvious to you

• Write the short and long proposals in parallel
– you cannot undo the short proposal after submission

Research proposal
• Test your proposal on others
– seek advice and have time to revise

• Consult centre leaders
– they are more than happy to advice

• Listen carefully to the reviewers
– we used both UiO and UiT reviewers

• Spend time on your CVs
– uniform look — play on your strengths

• Use illustrations to communicate ideas
– structure and bring life to the proposal

Principal investigators and their glue
• Principal investigators must be selected carefully
– all must share the centre vision — and complement one another

• Team dynamics changes when the centre becomes a reality
– a shared struggle to win the centre becomes a competition for its resources

• The centre has limited resources
– you can only keep so many happy by serving them positions
– do not spend all resources on positions
– maintain generous programmes for visitors, workshops, etc

• Create ownership and loyalty
– leadership and management, shared events, and so on

Concluding remarks
• An SFF is a fantastic opportunity
– basis for an environment that cannot otherwise be set up
– cannot be set up based on individual research grants
– a catalyst for individual grants that contribute significantly to the centre

• Thank you and submit in time!

